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ITwould be easy to say that this work offers nothing new. To those ofus familiar with Bloch's earlier music these moods and methods are

old friends: the same opulent web of sound, the well-known fanfares of
open and barbarie fifths followed by the familiar dramatic descent into
the sombre and bitter depths. ln spite of the author's disclaimer, here

again is a Rhapsody of strongly Hebraic Havor: for if this work is not
"Jewish" then neither are Schelomo nor Baal Schem. It is once more a

music evocative and pictorial; so strongly so, in fact, that occasionally
the inward eye has flashes aImost in the direction of Hollywood.

The methods of juxtaposing and combining fragments of themes;
the alternation of mountain-peaks of exaltation with valleys of despair;
the systematically built-up climaxes - aIl these we know. Here we have

again a violent and passionate first movement followed by one which is
at least slightly nocturnal in character; and this again is followed by one
more buoyant and joyful, in which themes from a preceding movement

are recalled in procedure typical of Bloch's usual treatment of the cyclical
form. The moods of the whole work recall Schelomo and the methods

still more strongly those of the Viola Suite, the Sonata for Violin and

Piano and the Quintet.
But when aIl of this is said the work does not stand condemned. The

admirers of Ernest Bloch have an important event in store for them, for
the concerto is a work of character and maturity and one which is an

unquestionable addition to the literature for violin and orchestra.
ln form it is, if anything, superior to the Sonata for Violin and Piano

which was, in turn, a great advance in conciseness and clarity over the

Viola Suite that preceded it. The slow movement in this Concerto is

perhaps less profound than those in the earlier works already mentioned
but it is so perfect in its form, in its architectural and dynamic proportions,

*This is the second of MODERNMusIC's articles on important American works that have
beenrecorded. The C01u:erto, performed by Joseph Szigeti and the Orchestra de la Société
des Concerts du Conservatoire de Paris, under Charles Munch, is a Columbia release.
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that repeated hearings only enhance its values. The orchestration through.
out is admirable, colorful and yet restrained; the writing for the solo in·
strument is full of variety and effective in the best sense of that word.

One feels that Bloch's early training as violinist under Ysaye has stood
him in good stead.

The last movement, as in the earlier works, appears less entirely sat·
isfactory. This fact may be due to Bloch's conception of the cyclic form
that form which was "invented" by César Franck, if one may speak of
any form as the invention of any one man - in which themes from one
movement are consciously made to reappear in the others. It may indeed
be due to an idea inherent within the cyclic form itself. Although this
community of themes between the movements does give a certain obvious
unity to a large work as a whole it also blurs the differences between the

individual movements. It affords the listener that pleasure associated with
the déja vu, with the coming again upon a familiar friend. But it seems
to prevent the composer from constructing a musical object which is com
plete in itself and it is in any event true of the Bloch works that in these
movements the thematic material seems less clearly defined, less individ·

ual, than in those which are conceived as complete and "closed in" entities.
Whether this method is beneficial to the work as a whole is a question of
opinion and taste, with the author of the present article opting rather
strongl y "against."

A moment of particular and striking beauty is that in the first move·
ment when, after the long andrather elaborate cadenza, the orchestra,
starting with the timpani, gradually comes in again. It is difficult to say
why this moment should be so arresting or, for that matter, why any
particular moment in any great work should stand out and particularly
impress us. It is, perhaps, the re1ationship which the particular moment
has to the whole, its absolute "rightness," which makes us feel so poignantly
that which the movement as a whole may make us feel more generally.
Here, in any event, we have one of those moments again, comparable to
the corresponding ones in the violin concertos of Beethoven and Brahms:
moments which we aIl remember as being fraught with special emotion
when, after suspension, the thread of life is taken up again. Here in Bloch
it is a moment of such quickened awareness: one which is inexplicably
"right" and thrilling. One feels again that Bloch is one of the few

great composers of our time: a master fully mature and a figure unques
tionably unique.



FROM ERNEST BLOCH'S CONCERTO
FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA

OPENING FANFARE
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